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This technical note reviews some of the hysteresis-descriptor variables used to analyse
high frequency storm concentration time series. Two major shortcomings of the widely
used hysteresis index (Lawler et al., 2006) are highlighted: the influence of initial con-
centration and of initial discharge in the case of 8-shaped hysteresis. A new hysteresis
index is presented to overcome these two shortcomings. It worth noting that this is
one of the rare studies where uncertainty in the data is accounted for in classifying
hysteresis loops.

This technical note is well-written, logically organized, and the figures are clear.

This technical note would benefit from two major improvements:
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(1) An alternative method already exist to deal with the problems of changing baseline
value and 8-shaped hysteresis loops. See Rossi et al. (2005) and also Stutter et al.
(2008) and Dupas et al. (2015) for examples of application. Here is an extract from
Stutter et al. (2008):

“Further analyses were undertaken using the ‘pollutogram’ approach developed by
Rossi et al. (2005) approximated by the relationship: F(x)=xˆβ where F(x) is the fraction
of the total mass of the determinant during the storm event and x is the total mass of
water during the event. The parameter β is a coefficient representing the relationship
between the mass and water volume over time which may be plotted as the cumula-
tive proportion of the total mass transported against the cumulative proportion of water
transported. Values of β of <1 and >1 indicate that the determinant mass arrived pre-
dominantly towards the start, or end of the event, respectively. A value of β = 1 denotes
either that the pollutant mass and water volumes are proportional, or that the pollutant
concentrations stay constant over the event.” Maybe mention this method.

(2) Maybe mention the fact that the new HI gives a description the size and direction of
the biggest loop in the case of a 8-shaped loop but the information that it is a ’figure-of-
eight’ is lost. See also comment (2) Anonymous Referee #1. The method mentioned
in (1) leads to the same information loss.

Minor comments:

P 7876 l2: “in extreme flow events” -> why not all storm events?

P 7877 l14: a major interest of hysteresis-descriptor variables is that they enable sta-
tistical analysis of near continuous high-frequency measurements, when the amount of
data exceeds the capacity of manual analysis.

P 7881 l20-22: the hysteresis shapes are already described before using the method
presented in the paper. Maybe specify that this is based on preliminary visual obser-
vation of discharge-concentration plots.
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